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Caligula Albert Camus Hent PDF Caligula is a four-act tragedy written by Camus based on Caligula, who is a
famous tyrant in Roman times. It is one of the most famous dramas by Camus. However, this is a parable
drama rather than a historical drama that deeply reflect spirit of existential absurdity of Camus. Caligula is
merely similar with the Roman tyrant in terms of violence and crazy killing. As a matter fact, Caligula is a

philosopher rather than a tyrant. One figure in the drama said : quoteGaius (namely Caligula) is an
idealist.quote That is right. He can be entitled as a philosopher based on this. He said he discovered an

extremely simple but impractical and foolish truth: quote People are unhappy because they will die.quote
This is consistent with quoteThe greatness of human being is that they know they will diequote said by
philosopher Bacis. Based on this, we can say Caligula is the embodiment of Bacis philosophy, Sisyphus

philosophy and clear philosophy of Albert Camus in face of absurd world.

 

Caligula is a four-act tragedy written by Camus based on Caligula,
who is a famous tyrant in Roman times. It is one of the most famous
dramas by Camus. However, this is a parable drama rather than a
historical drama that deeply reflect spirit of existential absurdity of
Camus. Caligula is merely similar with the Roman tyrant in terms of
violence and crazy killing. As a matter fact, Caligula is a philosopher

rather than a tyrant. One figure in the drama said : quoteGaius
(namely Caligula) is an idealist.quote That is right. He can be
entitled as a philosopher based on this. He said he discovered an

extremely simple but impractical and foolish truth: quote People are
unhappy because they will die.quote This is consistent with quoteThe
greatness of human being is that they know they will diequote said
by philosopher Bacis. Based on this, we can say Caligula is the
embodiment of Bacis philosophy, Sisyphus philosophy and clear

philosophy of Albert Camus in face of absurd world.
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